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Washington Admits CIA Role
In Financing Student Group
Compiled from Al’
The State Department acknowledged Tuesday that the Central
Intelligence Agency was for more
than 10 years a secret financial
backer of the country’s largest
college student organizationNational Student Association.
The disclosure, which threatened
the future of the NSA, came as
efforts were being made locally
to place SJS on the association
roster. Grad representative Phil
Whitten said Tuesday he is preparing a report for Student Council concerning the benefits of NSA
membership. He said the report
was suggested by ASB president
Jerry Spolter.
Spolter said he is unhappy with
benefits derived from SJS’ present
membership in the Association of
Student Governments of the United
States (ASGUSA). Membership in
the NSA only or in both organizations, he said, would be substantially better.
NEW STORM
CIA’s operations may cause a
new storm in academic circles and
In Congress. Capitol Hill sources
familiar with CIA activities said,
however, the relationship was approved "at the high levels of
government."
The State Department confirmed
that the CIA began supplying funds
for NSA’s "international activities"
in the early 1950s and said the
funds had been tapering off sharp-

ly over the past several years.
The president of NSA, W. Eugene Groves, formally revealed
the backing after Ramparts magazine trumpeted in newspaper ads
Tuesday morning that it was going
to expose "how the CIA has infiltrated and subverted the world
of American student leaders."
The 23-year-old Groves, whose
admission later was confirmed by
the State Department, said the
CIA had pumped "substantial
funds" into NSA to help finance
its overseas activities, beginning
in the 1950s,
IN NATIONAL INTEREST
’The relationship apparently
originated because the Central
Intelligence Agency believed that
a strong American national union
of students acting internationally
was in the national interest,"
Groves said.
Groves said only "some officers
and a few staff members" knew
of the financial aid from CIA
and that in 1965 officers decided
"the relationship was intolerable"
and started a break with the
CIA Which becanie Complete thls
year.
The association’s international
affairs vice president, Richard G.
Stearns, said he understood the
CIA contribution ran about $200,000 a year at the beginning in
the early 1950s and was down
to about $50,000 when the ties
were cut.

New Editor

Leftist Paper Continues
The "New Student," campus extremist newspaper, will definitely
print this semester, according to
Phil Whitten, former co-editor.
Whitten said yesterday he will
serve as an assistant to the new
editor, Seth Katzman, sophomore
social science major, promising the
first issue will appear early in
March.
The graduate representative to
Student Council repudiated an
earlier statement by Ira Meltzer,
as a former co-editor, announcing
the end of the leftist paper. "Meltzer has not been associated with
the New Student since the second Issue and wouldn’t know of Its
future," Whitten asserted.
Whitten added his opinion that
the paper will have far less financial difficulties in the future.
"Roth San Jose City College and
Chabot College, (Hayward) have
requested copies be sold on their
campuses," he said.
In addition to increased sales,
Whitten said he hopes to obtain
a $122 allocation from Student

Reg. Fees Due

Spring registration packet and
fees turn -in begins tomorrow in
Morris Dailey Auditorium from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. and from 5 to 8
p.m. Packet and fees turn-in will
continue Friday and Monday from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A $51.50 fee will be charged for
students taking over six units,
while students taking six units or
less will pay $27.50. Out-of-state
students and foreign students will
be charged an additional non-residential tuition fee.
Only students with classes meeting after 4 p.m. will be allowed to
turn in packets and fees on Monday and Tuesday from 5 to 8 p.m.
A late fee of $5 will be charged
other students turning in packets
and fees at this time. Registration
materials and fees will not be accepted after Thursday, Feb. 23.

Council as compensation for rental
expenses last November while the
"New Student" was suspended by
the Student Activities Board for
violation of ASB policy. The onemonth ban was overruled three
weeks later by the Judiciary, on
the grounds that SAB did not have
authority to act.
The former co-editor hailed the
publication as one of the "most
significant" contributions to SJS
In five years. "We are able to extend a more complete coverage to
controversial issues than can the
Daily," he concluded.

ASB Office Open
Applications for ASB Public Relations Director are being accepted
every day this week from 8-5 in
the College Union, according to
SJS Public Relations Office.
To be eligible for this salaried
position, an applicant must qualify
for the work study program and
should have a background in
journalism.

To break all connections with
the CIA at once would have meant
bankruptcy, said Stearns, who put
the NSA budget at about $700,000
a year.
The NSA, which is affiliated
with 300 colleges and universities,
was founded in 1947 as an organi-

Cutback Possibility
Makes Profs Cringe
An uneasy pall hung over SJS
faculty members yesterday after
news of a possible 110 full-time
equivalent faculty cutback was revealed to members of the Academic
Council by college president Robbert Clark Monday.
Dr. Ralph Bohn, president of
the SJS chapter of the California
State Employees Association
termed the cut, Liadopted, "a major disaster to San Jose State
College. We simply can’t cut 10
per cent of the faculty and still
maintain our high standard of
higher education at San Jose
State," he said.
CUT UNNECESSARY
Dr. Bohn stated that he does
not believe that the state college
budget cut is necessary to balance
the state budget, but that other
tax sources should be considered
before burdening higher education
with the cutback.
The professor also termed the
faculty cutback "unfeasible" in
light of the 1,500-2,000 new students who would be denied acbnission as a result. He pointed out
that it would be difficult to correlate the academic subject gaps
of the turned away students with
the teaching fields left open by the
ousted faculty members.
"I don’t think that this can be
done and still maintain our high
quality of education," he commented.
"If not disastrous, it (the cut)
will be destructive," noted Dr.
Theodore Norton, SJS chapter
president of the American Association of University Professors.
CUT ’CRUEL’
Dr. Norton termed the cut "cruel
and harsh to those teachers who
came here on a permanent basis,"
but, with a glint of hope, he said,
"I don’t think that it will come
true."
"What’s going on in Sacramento
right now is anybody’s guess. I suppose there will be a compromise,
but I can’t say just what."
Dr. John Galm, president of the
SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), pro-

Florida Coed Guilty
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP)
Curvy Pamela Brewer continued
attending classes today as the
University of Florida considered
how to punish her for posing in
the buff for an off-campus humor magazine.
"If the penalty is serious,
such as suspension or expulsion,
it will be my recommendation to
the girl and her parents to carry
the appeal as high as necessary,"
said her lawyer, Selig Goldin.
He said he has not decided
whether to fight a minor penalty.
The faculty discipline committee found Miss Brewer, 18, guil--

according to its brozation
chure "through which American students exchange ideas, express their views, and act on
Issues which affect them as members of the educational community,
as citizens in a changing world and
as leaders in an uncertain future."

ty of indiscreet and inappropriate conduct after a public hearing Friday.
There were reports that the
committee favored a minor penalty, similar to that given 18Year -old Sue Schmidt of Tampa,
who was put on social probation
after posing topless for the same
magazine.
Social probation restricts the
freedom of a coed on weekends
and prevents participation in
some campus social events.
Miss Brewer’s 38-25-38 figure
was displayed in the magazine
which circulates primarily in
Gainesville and Tallahassee.

fessed a personal belief in an AFI’
strike if any member of the permanent faculty were dismissed.
"This will also have a disastrous effect on our future recruiting efforts," he said.
College president Dr. Robert D.
Clark commented, "The irony is
that the governor and the director
of finance will be blamed, even
though, given our bureaucratic
procedures, probably neither will
know what is happening to this
one college."

Reagan’s Budget Proposal
May Deplete SJS Faculty
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
Governor Reagan’s controversial
budgetary proposal package known
as "squeeze, cut and trim," may
do exactly that to the quality of
higher education in California and
especially at SJS where President
Robert Clark predicted a "disaster situation" in his statement
to the SJS Academic Council Monday afternoon in the Library.
Pres. Clark emphasized that
"The state colleges in California
are faced with a problem of major
proportions" and will approach the
disaster level "unless the Departof Finance provides us with relief."
As it looks now, with Governor
Reagan proposing a 10 per cent
budget cut across the boards for
all state-operated institutions in
California, SJS stands to lose 110.7
full-time teachers, "all but 2.9 per
cent from this year’s teaching
faculty," Pres. Clark stressed,
PRIOR CUTS
Of these, 60 were cut by the
Department of Finance before Governor Reagan came on the scene,
while 50 come as a result of the
governor’s additional 10 per cent
cut.
In answer to Reagan’s inaugural address reference to state
finance, ("There are simple answers to the complex problems
which we have been told are beyond our comprehension"), Pres.
Clark had this to say:
"To achieve our 10 per cent reduction we have had to cut heavily in staff, 11.5 per cent. With
88 per cent of our budget in faculty and supporting staff, we have
few other places to cut.
"We have regarded the library
as central to our mission as a
college, and have, therefore, levied
71!,Ill’I’17y7iT,

only the proportional cut of 10 per
cent."
Clark listed a 10 per cent cut in
technical and clerical services to
SJS, and also an 11 per cent cut
in the operational budget, although
the college is comparatively short-

DR. ROBERT CLARK
... predicts "disaster"
handed in staff at the present
time.
"Our hope for escape from disaster," Clark declared, "lies in the
rgview of our budget by the Department of Finance. Our fear is
that the negotiations will be hopelessly entangled in red tape, lost
in the anonymity of bigness,
strangled by rules."
POSSIBLE MUTINY
The disaster Clark speaks of is
not based entirely on financial
matters of the state colleges, but
also is one of a possible mutiny
on the part of the administration
and faculties of practically every
state college in California.
This possibility was evidenced in
a recent statement made by Dr.
John Sperling, SJS assistant pro-

-
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was the
LINE WITHOUT AN END This
typical scene last Thursday and Friday as SJS
students stood in lengthy lines while waiting to
pick up their packets. Not only did most of the

lines keep the students stagnant for periods as
long as three or four hours. They also busied
the school’s groundskeepers in an effort to keep
the campus free from debris.

Spoiler Begins New Program
Against Reagan Budget Cuts
Compiled from AP
ASB President Jerry Spolter
withdrew his support from further
protest marches on Sacramento
Monday. He plans to begin a letter-writing campaign by SJS students and their parents to legislators as part of an organized
voter information program.
"I have reached the conclusion
that protest marches are an ineffective means of lobbying against
tuition and budget cuts," Spolter
said yesterday.
In Sacramento, Governor Ronald
Reagan said yesterday that this
week is too soon for the University
of California regents to decide
whether or not to impose tuition.
Reagan said "we have to be
fledble as to a starting time" for
tuition at the university and the
state colleges. But he maintained
his pro-tuition stand.

He told his weekly news conference the regents should not delay too long or they "are going
to have to do a lot of arithmetic."
Reagan added he is committed
to his 1967-68 budget which includes about $20 million from
tuition in the funds proposed for
operating the university.
Spolter said yesterday that he
felt tuition would not pass in the
state legislature so he plans on
placing emphasis on the proposed
budget cuts.
Reagan was asked whether he
would push for state college tuition
in the legislature if the regents
decided not to adopt tuition.
The governor said he hadn’t
given that much thought but said,
"I don’t think it would do much
good."
The regents meet in Santa Barbara today, Thursday and Friday.
Figures listing unmet demand as

soaring from $5,374,000 up to $12,665,000 on the basis of a $200 fee
were presented the regents by the
office of Harry Wellman, acting
president.
Reagan has proposed the imposition of tuition and that the university take a budget cut from the
$278 million it is asking for 196768 to $196 million.
Wellman’s report said:
"Financial Aids Officers estimate
that even if all requests to the
federal government are met for
1967-68 without tuition there will
be some $5,374,000 in bonnfide unmet demand for scholarship and
fellowships.
The report said any tuition
"would have a disastrous effect"
upon 2.9 per cent of the university’s some 90,000 students on nine
campuses who come from families
with yearly incomes of $1,999 or

less.

fmor of humanities and president
of the college council of the American Federation of Teachers.
Sperling said, "The state colleges
just might not open their doors
next fall if adequate budgets aren’t
approved by the state legislature."
Besides the adequate budgetary
finances stressed by Sperling, Pres.
Clark pointed out that SJS needs
more control of the budget management directly affecting it.
"We have received the budget
for SJS and, following instructions
that require us to indicate what
reductions would be made to realize the 10 per cent budget cut,
we have examined the entire document item by item."
NO THOROUGH STUDY
Pres. Clark emphasized that the
"pressure of time has made it impossible for the faculty representatives or the administrative officers to give the thorough study
required for such major surgery.
"I have therefore urged Chancellor Dumke to give us the fullest
freedom in determining the budget,
and in altering our recommendations, once we have received the
appropriation of funds."
Another of the host of problems
pointed out by the budget sweep
is that of the staffing formula affecting the state colleges.
The president said, "It was developed by well-meaning men, educators in the state college system
and representatives of the Department of Finance, to provide equality and stability of support for the
colleges.
"No doubt it served a purpose,"
Clark continued, "but it has become an inflexible system of petty
rules and regulations that have removed the management of educational programs from the campuses to the Department of lelnance. The resultant bureaucracy
is one of the most incredible invented by the mind of man."
LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
Dr. Clark repeatedly pointed out
the lack of knowledge in the Department of Finance with relation
to managing and administering the
educational budgets of the state
colleges.
He Insisted that the areas
termed "vulnerable" to budget cuts
on the SJS campus, by various
state politicians, are not vulnerable
at all. One of these was the "small"
department.
The president defended the
small, technical departments of the
college stressing that each plays
an important role in the functioning of SJS as an institution of
higher learning and in the future
of every SJS student.
Clark admitted that if quality
In education is to be upheld, limited enrollment will have to be the
answer . . . even though this will
deprive several thousand students
and their families of state college
educational opportunities.
Clark finished by saying, "I
have not yet given up hope that
we shall be granted a more realistic base . . . we must continue to
appeal to the people, the legislature and to the governor to exercise every ingenuity possible to
achieve as much of the original
budget as is possible."

Daily Schedule
The Spartan Daily will not
appear tomorrow but will publish Friday morning with a
special six -page section devoted
to sports.
The Spartan Daily will resume
daily publication on Monday,
Feb. 20,

Council Opener

Final reading and voting on the
Experimental College and Housing
Bills will be main items on the
agenda of Student Council when
It, meets for the first time this
semester at 2:30 p.m. today in
the College Union.
A new procedure for providing
more uniform method of funding
ASB projects and services will also
be considered, according to Vic
Lee, ASB vice president. The idea
will be submitted in the form of a
report by ASH treasurer John
Bruckman, who prepared it at the
suggestion of ASB President Jerry
Spoiler.
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Editorial

Bear Facts Needed
Once upon a time there were three
bears: a baby bear, a momma bear,
and a big GOLDEN BROWN BEAR.
Goldilocks took good care of baby and
momma, but Governor Ronald Reagan
tells us that the Golden Brown Bear
has been "milked" by the past administration. This is the bare bones of the
Reagan philosophy.
Ever since Reagan formally took his
oath at 12:01 a.in. Jan. 1. the richest
and most populous state in the U.S.
has been in a daze.
It sl Id have been evident to those
who knew of the governor’s background that we’d be in for a long spell
of idealistic, honest, concerned, administration. A man with no administrative experience cannot assume the
top spot in this state witl t incurring
a number of difficulties before he is
comfortably situated in the driver’s
seat. The governor is not yet. nor can
he be expected to be, a knowledgeable
aural n istrator.
Perhaps the most significant contribution the public of California can
make to the maturation process of the
new gox ernor is to provide him with
all the facts he needs to make responsible, informed opinions. The influence of public opinion also can play a
major role in setting Reagan’s policies.
which, although they may seem to be
set and unchangeable, can he affected.
When the governor announced to
the state that the treasury had been
"looted and drained" by the Brown
administration. he provoked a number
of defensive, caustic, rather bitter remarks from members of the legislature. Enough calm, restrained criticism was leveled at Reagan to induce
him to back down on the statement.
Reagan didn’t capitulate because someone swore at him: he did so because
he realized lie had accused the previous
legislature and governor of criminal
actions.
The protest march promoted by the
American Federation of Teachers in
Sacramento last Saturday is representative of the type of sincere effort which
can have no possible constructive effect. The meeting between Governor
Reagan and the marchers produced
more antagonism than understanding.
The full debate of the democratic
process cannot operate in a situation
in which hissing and booing take place.
Words have all impact. Mere sounds

’Fiords of the Wise

11

"What men commonly call their fate is
mostly only their own foolishness."
Sehopenhauer
"There are two tragedies in life: not to get
What the heart desires; the other, to get it."
George Bernard Shaw
_

do not. No one listens to a barking
dog.
Reagan and the state legislature are
uninformed on many of the considerations involved in budgeting the State
College system. The governor himself
demonstrated this lack of understanding last month by reversing himself
within 24 hours on the University of
California blidget cut issue. "I just
didn’t add up my figures right," he
said. We had better make sure he has
the proper figures the first time around.
It’s time the State College administration, faculty, and students started
making the facts known before any
more damage is done to the finest educational system in the nation.

Thrust and Parry

Writers View Tuition, Sacramento Difficulties
Open Letter to Reagan
Cites War Baby Crisis
Editor:
Following is an open letter to Governor
Reagan:
Dear Governor Reagan:
I have been a member of the faculty of
SJS for 15 years.
During that time the faculty and lately
the Board of Trustees have been asking
for adequate budgets to provide the faculty
with realistic salaries and the students with
meaningful educations. Each year we were
told to "wait one more year," that the
State was in a "financial crisis," money was
"tight," there was a war on, etc. Would
the faculty please cooperate by accepting a
smaller support budget than was needed, a
smaller salary increase, larger classes? A
graduate program was undertaken without
additional budgetary support. Each year the
faculty adjusted to the "temporary crisis."
During the last five years we have seen
what was once a prediction become a reality.
The baby boom of the past World War II
years has become an army of young men
and women, the sons and daughters of our
GI’s, marching on the colleges and universities, demanding admittance.
So today, Governor Reagan, I am asking
In behalf of these young people that you bear
with us during this temporary crisis; that
you undertake measures to raise the funds
needed to provide these students with the
education they and the State of California
so desperately need.
I propose that you ask the people in the
higher income brackets and the corporations
and industries of California to tighten their
belts and accept a temporary 10 per cent
increase in taxes. For this the State of California will be forever grateful.
Temporarily yours,
Anthony R. Lovaglla
Professor of Mathematics

Quality May Necessitate
’Digging a Little Deeper’
Editor:
If our campus cry-babies want to know
what college expenses are really like, then
let them talk to the State’s dental students
who, in addition to tuition, have to buy all
kinds of technical equipment during their
fourth through seventh years of schooling
to the tune of at least $5,000.
Any undergrad who can’t come up with
20-30 tuition bucks per month to PEW his
share of the load can’t possibly want to go
to college very badly. Students who have

WRITING SUPPLIES
Famous name pens, stationery,
and miscellaneous supplies.

cpaPtan Sock-titoPe
"right on campus

"Only six weeks?? . . It took ME four years
to get a credibility gap this wide ... !"

time to mount protests and mock-hangings,
have time to take part-time jobs, which are,
by the way, a vital part of one’s total education.
Our worthy professors are deserving of
higher renumeration, and if collegians expect
the quality of their education to continue,
let them dig a little deeper. If the pinch is
painful at first, it may serve to lessen the
shock of the rising personal income tax soon
to follow one’s full admission to the Great
Society upon graduation. And let’s not blame
Governor Reagan for the idea; he inherited
the whole budgetary mess from his fiscally
incompetent predecessors.
William Paterson
B20920

’Men, Women Multiply
Ten-Fold in Reg Line’
Editor:
Incredible, but true! I recently discovered
to my amazement while whiling away a few
hours in the mg line on Thursday, that the
gestation period of the human being can be
shortened immeasurably simply by placing a
few prime specimens in a reg line environment.
Unbelievably, the 30 men and women in
front of me multiplied almost 10-fold, right
before my very eyes! This led my sympathetic
heart to pity the new arrivals, for at the rate
of growth they were experiencing, they would
be decrepit old men and women by the time
they received their packets. They would stand
little chance of seeing the new semester in.
Robert Gale
A3100

Student-Teacher March
Proves ’Disillusioning’
Editor:
Last Saturday I had the disillusioning experience of participating in the student -teacher
march on Sacramento and of observing our
mildly reactionary mob insult and antagonize
the governor by persistent jeering which prevented him from finishing his lecture, however
silly it was.
To me it was symbolic of the way in which
a relative minority of vociferous activists has
been permitted to misrepresent the character
and opinion of the general student body and,
in so doing, alienate it from public favor.
Colleges are attacked today primarily because of what one student has called "education backlash," the unfortunate result of our
adverse publicity. Yet, when it is imperative
for us to promote a constructive image of the
college student, we seem to be perpetuating
the myth in public opinion that he is becom-

The Christian Ecumenical Council invites you to a
weekly Lenten Service in the Christian tradition each
Wednesday during Lent, 12:30-1 p.m. at Hi San Jose
State College Memorial Chapel.
The Christian Ecumenical Council is composed of the campus ministerial,.
of the Roman Catholics; Episcopalians; Methodists: American Baptists; Disciples of Christ; Lutheran Campus Ministry (NCI.); United Presbyterian
Church, U.S.A.; United Church of Christ: and E.U.B.

ing increasingly immoral, irresponsible and
capable only of pants-wetting and protest.
When we should be seeking the support of
that "public" that Reagan claims to represent, we hurl defiances at it by threatening
strikes and shouting "student power," neither
resort likely to succeed. And when we should
be careful to disassociate ourselves from the
militant protest organizations, we talk of an
alliance with them to solidify our alleged common interests.
The student body needs to have an organization whose main purpose is to divert public
attention from the antagonism and unpopularity of antics of a minority of students to
the hard work and serious study of the majority of students, those who appreciate and
have respect for free education. It needs to
have an organization which will advertise
the economic and social value of the academic community.
Clearly, this is an ideal opportunity for our
student government to serve us in a more
utilitarian and academically significant way
than it has ever done before; and, if this is
one of the most formidable tasks ever proposed to the ASSJS, it also is the most beneficent to the colleges, to the faculty and to
the common student.
Geoffrey H. Sharp
A8944

’Experimental College
Deserves To Be in Red’
Editor:
A significant Innovation is organizing on this
campus. If, in your paper, importances should
take precedence over unimportances, then
the mention you made of the Experimental
College in a small corner of yesterday’s last
page deserves to be printed in RED across tomorrow’s front page!
The potential benefit of an "experimental
college" is enormous. An education wherein
the student is increasingly at cause over, not
merely the effect of the system, the process
begins to approach what education means.
Bruce Bishop
A7288
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, local
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45 -space margins and properly signed with
rt. writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include
personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

If a student approached one of his professors in the hope of obtaining a higher
grade. yet answered the teacher’s rationalization of his decision by laughing at
him and showering him with personal
insults, could that teacher be expected
to accommodate the student?
Hardly!
Yet approximately 7,500 protestors, primarily students and educators, must have
expected accommodation from Governor
Reagan Saturday when they laughed and
jeered at hint. Why else would they have
flocked to the State Capitol steps front all
parts of California to obtain an audience
with the governor?
They also must have desired to win the
support of the voting public by supplying material for favorable publicity. Why
else would they have chosen such a dramatic methodthe protest march?
Yet this writer has heard nothing but
amazement and shame in the reactions
of those who heard or read about the
weekend Sacramento demonstration. All
seem amazed that some of the state’s besteducated minds could demonstrate such
and restraint,
lack of logic, consider:it’
and ashamed to be represented by them.
Saturday’s demonstration only succeeded
in intensifying the barrier in communication which seems to have sprung up
between the State Capitol and the educational system. This became obvious
when Reagan told the jeering crowd that
"I’ :n quite sure there is nothing I can say
that would in any way create an open
mind in some of you."
After hearing the governor threatened
with a fall strike of state college professors
and witnessing the spectacle of the governor of California being taunted until
he could no longer be heard, the lion’s
share of California voters can’t help hut
expand the stereotype of the bearded, obnoxious student protestor until it encompasses most of the collegiate realm.
Indeed, most who have no immediate
contact with the educational field will be
inclined to identify with Reagan’s view
that "if they I the protestors) represent
the majority of the student body of California. then God help the university and
the college system."
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SCREEN
SCENES

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 26
8 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Adm: $2.75, 3.75, 4.75

STUDIO

Tickets: S.J. Box Office
40 West San Carlos

Contact
J. Benton White
441 S. 10th St.
292-3707

CY 5-0888
FRI. FEB. 24-8:30 p.m.
Masonic Auditorium, S.F.
Tickets: Downtown Center B.O.
PR 5.2021
326 Mason St.

SAT. FEB. 25-830 P.M.
Berkeley Community Theater
Tickets: Sherman/Clay B.O.
2135 Broadway, Oak. HI 4 8575

292-6778
396 South First
"BUSY BODY"
acd
"WARNING SHOT"
Student Discount Rotes

’Jonah’s Wail’ Latest
Approach to Religions
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-Jonah’s Wail- will open its
mouth for the first time tomorrow night at the Campus Christian Center, while in another opening event, the center will dedicate
its newly completed office building
Sunday at 3 p.m.
The center’s new coffee house,
known us "Jonah’s Wail" opens
its doors tomorrow at 7 pan. in
the basement of the just -finished
Christian Center building, 10th
and San Carlos Streets.
Open from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m.,
Thursday through Saturday, "Jonah’s Wail" will offer a "groovy,
informal atmosphere," and entertainment ranging from folk singers
and jazz combos to dramatic productions and art shows.
Sunday afternoon the Christian

Opportunities Open
To SJS Students
For Travel, Study
Today is the deadline for submission of applications to the Community Ambassador Program, a
travel education plan sponsored
by local civic leaders. Sponsors
of the plan are looking for SJS
applicants.
Students will travel to countries
of their choice for a three-month
stay between June and August,
during which time they will live
with a family for six weeks and
then tour the country for the next
six.
The program will award one or
more partial scholarships of up
to $750 to applicants. Selection
will be made competitively on the
basis of information supplied on
application forms and personal
Interviews,
Deadline for submission of applications is today and forms are
available from Dr. William Spring
of the School of Education.
Applicants are required to be
U.S. citizens, have an academic
average of 3.0 or better, not be
over 30 years old, be able to accept
the responsibility of speaking engagements, and be willing to do
a certain amount of background
reading.

Center will dedicate its $56,000
building. The structure, completed
in late December, will house the
three campus ministries included
in the Christian Center.
New tenants are the United
Campus Christian Ministry, Lutheran Campus Ministry and the
Canterbury Association.
The dedication ceremonies will
include a sermon by the Rev. John
Arthur, western regional secretary
of the National Lutheran Campus
Ministry.
Other guests include Robert
Stewart, chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Campus Christian Center; Dr. Stanley Benz,
SJS dean of students; the Rev.
David Gordon, chairman of the
College Work Department for the
Episcopal Diocese of California;
and the Rev. Alan Miller, regional
secretary for the Northern California Commission for United Ministries.
While discussing Sunday’s dedication and the opening of "Jonah’s
Wail," the Rev. Mark Rutledge
at the Christian Center said, "We
hope the coffee house will provide
a place for students to go for
conversation, study and entertainment."

World Forum

RENT
(student rates)

Summer Session
Schedule Available

Tibet Erupts

The schedule of classes and
TOKYO (A1’
- Bloody lighting belikeen supporters and foes workshops for the 1967 summer
of Mao Tse-tung has broken out in Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, and sessions, is now available In the
anti-Maoists have declared martial law in the city, Japanese dispatches Summer Sessions Office, riDM143.
The pamphlet contains instrucfrom Peking said Tuesday.
tions for registration procedure
and application for registration
time permit.
The detachable application may
WASHINGTON (AP) Pentagon statistics show that Negroes, be mailed directly to the dean of
who make up 11 per cent of the total U.S. fighting force in Vietnam, summer sessions, postage paid.
accounted for 17.8 per cent of the combat casualties last year.
Schedule of classes and workshops is offered free to all SJS students.

Negroes Suffer Heavy Losses

LOS ANGELES (API -- California State Treasurer Ivy Baker
Priest says Americans give 40 per cent of their income to government
at all levels.
"The question is whether we go to 50 per cent or 60 per cent,"
she said recently in a speech.
Mrs. Priest was U.S. Treasurer under President Dwight D. Eisenhower.

cpartatt Sook4tore
"right on campus"

RESIDENCE FOR WOMEN

U.S. Plane Losses Rise
SAIGON (API A tabulation of plane losses over North Vietnam edged up to 473 with an announcement by U.S. military authorities that a Navy RA5C Vigilante reconnaissance jet was shot down
south of Haiphong Sunday.

Spartan Ski Headquarters
is Holiday Sports Rentals

* Swimming Pool
* Snack Bar
* 3 TVs including
color console
ALL FOR ONLY $90 PER MONTH
INCLUDING 2 MEALS PER DAY

Just Minutes Away from Campus

All New Equipment
Skis: Top grade wood/plastic and metal
skis with ski free safety bindings.

LOOK AT KILI MANOR BEFORE

Roots: The latest buckle ski boots by such
famous makers as KOFLACH, RIEKER, and
TYROL.

SIGNING A SPRING CONTRACT

Ski Colthes, Chains, Ski Racks and Toboggans Are Also Available.

Open House Daily 1-4 p.m.
MODEL ROOM OPEN FOR INSPECTION
FREE COFFEE AND COOKIES

WE RENT HONDAS TOO!
90s 160s
305s
Hourly -Daily-Weekends -Weekly
CALL 739-2163 TODAY
Reservations Gladly Accepted

HOLIDAY SPORTS RENTALS
96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

on used books
with a money back guarantee
until March 3rd (with a cash
register receipt)

KILI MANOR

DISCOUNTS TO ALL I
,. 1 RECOGNIZED GROUPS

Lato model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fre. delivery

SAVE 25%

Treasurer Sees Tax Increase

XEROX’’ COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

SPARTAN DAILY---5
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

1283 W. EL CAMINO ... SUNNYVALE
Nest to Honda Peninsula

*

1/4 Mi. E. of Stevens Cr. Fwy.

This Ad Worth $15 When Applied to Your
First Month’s Rent at Kill Manor
(Only one ad per person, good until March 13, 1967)

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
525 S. 9th St.

FOR INFORMATION
292-1350
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Receive a money back
guarantee until March
3rd. (with cash register
receipt.)

Get 25% off on all
used books.
Choose from a large
supply of new and
used books.

Get the fastest service
anywhere.
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SK I
RENTALS
LONGEST WEEKEND
AT LOWEST PRICES
PICKUP ANYTIME
THURS., FRI., SAT.
RETURN MONDAY
UP UNTIL 9 p.m.

Dr. Hobert Burns
Opens Book Talks
Dr. Hobert W. Burns, academic vice president, will kick
off the Spring semester’s Faculty Book Talk series today when
he reviews "Education. Manpower and Economic Growth"
by Harbison and Myers.
His talk will begin at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B. It is
open to the college and community without charge.

MID WALE CORDUROY
SPORT COATS

Rates per WEEK -END
Wood Skis and Poles
$3
Wood Skis, Boots, and Poles
$4.50
Famous HART METAL
Skis and Poles
Mercurys

$ 5

Standards

$ 6

Holidays

$ 7

Javelins

"Reed" magazine, the SJS student literary magazine, is now
accepting manuscripts for its
spring issue, on sale in May.
The editorial board of the
magazine is looking for short
stories, poetry, essays and oneact plays, according to Dr.
Jeanne Lawson, associate professor of English and advisor to the
publication.
Students who submit manuscripts are asked to sign a permission slip available in the
English Office, F0104. They are
asked to include the phone number at which they can be
reached.
In a memo to the SJS faculty
Dr. Lawson said, "Because of the

somewhat generalized concept of
a literary magazine the majority
of creative contributions in previous years come almost exclusively from English majors and
minors and from members of
closely allied departments. This
year, it is the hope of the "Reed"
staff that the magazine contain
efforts contributed by a more
representative segment of the
campus population."
"We believe," she said, "that
literary and artistic creativity
are not solely the property of
those majoring in the more ’artistic. fields."
This concept was first stressed
Last spring when "Reed" tripled
its sales from any previous year,
according to Dr. Lawson.

"All SJS students arc eligible
to submit manuscripts to the
staff of ’Reed’." she said.
"We are interested particularly in short pieces of both
poetry and prose," she added.
"All manuscripts should be
typed." Dr Lawson continued.
"Use bond paper (not onion
skin), a dark ribbon, clean type,
double space, leave adequate
margins, use only one side of
the paper, and proof read," she
said.
"The staff is also interested in
receiving photographs or art
work suitable for black and
white reproduction. Manuscripts
must be submitted before 5 p.m..
Monday, April 3.
"Tliiri. is iniiri
month

Toboggans, wood and metal
$2.50 & up
$2
Toboggan Boots

. . . without peer, the
finest cotton con uroy obtainable. Tailored to our
specifications with authentic natural shoulder
detailing .. . patch-flap
lower pockets, wide
lapped seams and deep
back vent. Available in
shorts, regulars, longs
and extra longs. Colors:
olive, golden tan, buff and
tobacco. Made to retail
at $45.50.

Flying Sno-Saucers
Small $1Large $1.50

VAUGHN
$9958
DISCOUNT PRICE Ao

$3

Trunk Rack
Stretch Ski Pants

$3

Quilted Parkas

$2

After Ski Boots

$2

BASH

WEDNESDAY IS
GROUP NIGHT
Special rates for all organized groups with prior arrangements.

CREW

SJSC Students $1.50
Gen. Adm. $2.50
Tel. 294-1931
College Theatre Box Office open 1-5 p.m.

HAWAII 1967
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
CAMPUS RESIDENCE OR
APARTMENT-HOTEL AT WAIKIKI

An effective, dynamic professional program to
improNe education and employment opportunities.

gRUGHti

Phone 298-3177

DEAR LIAR

We lime 110,000 California members.
A full-time paid professional central staff.

-4,4WNOw
DSCOONT ON ALL MERCHANDis,

HOWARD TOURS

AT SATHER GATE

1IA1111
1111MC.O. IIflCUT. (OS
MO WO. l.a lOSI. SACIIALOOITO. flOSIK

SHOP

9Pm.
5 AT wrii.
bem

A full-time staff of
ing for you.

UNTIL

NOW

THE ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR TO HAWAII

legislative advocates work-

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT

Our San Jose store:
125 South 4th St.

orEm swim ft-, s

/266,W gig CARLos
295 4179 8

Open Mon. -Fri. 9-5:30
Thursday 9-9:30

-o)

APPLY:
Mrs. Diane Rogers
Hsm., Kappa Alpha Theta
182 South Tenth
Telephone: 294-85 1 6

information see your departmental representative
(2244) or Jim Lioi (2338)
or call Jim Stevenson

For

(is

.4 CT. than a

Written & Directed by Jerome Kilty
Saturday, Feb. 18. 8:15 p.m.
Morris Daily Auditorium

WHY?

1927

Weekend With

l’reseitis

Extends to the academic and
non-academic community at
San Jose State College a
cordial invitation to join
in our growing membership.

CARDS WE

ESTABLISHED

a

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATRE

Chapter 32
San Jose State College

Ski Racks VW $1.50 Reg. $2

viciiiitieni in

It’s Stanley’s birthday, and
you can be glad you’re not Stanley. The events of his strange
celebration will be unfolded in
Harold Pinter’s "The Birthday
Party," the SJS Drama Department’s first production of the
semester.
The drama, under direction of
Dr. Hugh Nelson, associate professor of drama, draws its power
from the juxtaposition of dread
and menace with absurd comedy.
Stanley, a broken-down, unwashed ex-piano player living in
past glory, experiences horror as
he slowly loses his identity in
the modern world. Meg and
Petey, the elderly couple whom

LOS ANGELES TIMES

California State Employment Association

Skis Boots with Metal Skis $2

’Birthday Party’ Mixes
Horror With Laughter

’Reed’ Seeks Articles

C. S. E. A.

. $10

Ski Rack with Lock

Poetry, Essays

Stanley rooms with, and Lulu, a
young girl in ner twenties, usher
in comedy as they ignore Stanley’s plight, hoping they will
escape his affliction.
The play will be presented
Thursday and Friday, March
3-4, and Wednesday, March 8
through Sunday, March 11.
Tracy Thornell will portray
Stanley, with a supporting cast
including Elizabeth Jarrett, Eddy
EmanuEl, Gary Bothurn, Peggy
Cosgrave, Rex Hays.
The timeliness of this Production is pointed out by Dr. Nelson’s suggestion that students
who have just gone through
registration may sympathize
with Stanley’s loss of identity.
The challenge of Pinter’s
plays, says Dr. Nelson, is the
fact that "all the answers aren’t
there . . . crucial facts about
the characters are left out, and
the actor must fill in what’s
missing."
Also, the closely knit scenes
of horror and comedy create a
difficult exercise in balance for
the director.
Otherwise, "the play is a joy
to work with," says Dr. Nelson.
Pinter began his career AS an
actor, and thus his characters
speak a lean, powerful dialogue;
if they are sometimes less than
likeable, they are invariably hypnotic.
"The Birthday Party" was
first performed at the Arts
Theatre in Cambridge, England,
where it was a complete flop. It
was subsequently presented on
English television and became
tremendously popular. It has
never appeared on Broadway,
but has been performed by several popular repertoire groups,
including San Francisco’s Actors
Workshop.

Reading Dynamics
A special demotwtration of the
Reading Dynamics method will
be presented this evening at
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8
Rm. A college student will demonstrate reading techniques of
the Evelyn Wood method.

Out of Stock New and Used Books Arriving Daily
(New and
Used Books
42 0 0

Used Books 25% cheaper than
new.
Two Locations to serve you.
Validated Parking at CBD
Parking Lot near main store on
San Fernando.

New Books for all your classes.
Convenient Hours:
Today and Thursday 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Checks accepted for all purchases.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos

Wednesday. Fehrtiari 17; 140:7

Serves as Consultant

Women Over 29 Plan Information Tea

Dr. Durrett Aids Head Start,
Finds Problems, Rewards
By PAT MeCI’LLOCII
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The scene is a classroom in a
small
mid-western
industrial

town. A teacher is conducting a
pre-school class for a dozen children,
"Cair," said a girl.

"A carrot," said the teacher,
then reaching for an ear of corn,
"And what color is this?"
"Banana." said the same girl.
"This is corn," corrected the
teacher. "But what color is corn?
The color."
A boy said, "Red." That
seemed good. Three others repeated, "Red."

BOOK BUYERS
The largest selection
of new and used books
in the area, is available
right now at

"This is red," said the teacher,
holding up the tomato. "But
what color is corn?" Finally,
she had to say "Yellow," and
the children repeated, "Yellow."
This is not an ordinary preschool class: it is a specially organized class in the Headstart
Program designed to reach
youngster:: of low-income families who have not had proper
training. The program, first proposed by President Johnson, concentrates
on offering educational, health and nutritional

cpartatt gook4tore
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STERLING
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WHITE STAGPORLP
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RIGHT or
LEFT HAND

MEN’S and
WOMEN’S

FREE
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nounced Dr. Cornelia A. Tomes,

gestions for future programs will

associate dean of students and

also he solicited.

dean of women.
A general meeting followed by
2 Rm.,
a tea will he held
Thursday, Fel. 21 II I.150 In-

Noon discussion periods will he
held each Monday and Tuesday
at Women’s Inslructional CenWorIWO art,
ter. 177 S 1 lit 11

ART DEPARTMENT

Such is the job of Dr. Mary
Ellen Durrett, professor of home
economics in the area of child
development, at San Jose State.
Two summers ago, with little
knowledge of the program itself, she was asked to be a consultant for Ileadstart. She received a telegram from Sargent
Shrivel*, director of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, inviting her to attend a meeting in
Washington, D.C., for consultants.
Her role as a consultant for
the program consists of two
basic duties. First, she tries to
give on-the-spot help in the centers for whatever they may
need, such as new equipment or
a better cturiculum. Second, she
informs the government on what
is happening in these centers
makes recommendations a n d
helps in the future planning.
assignment
Her immediate
first summer with Pieject Headstart was to travel via bush pilot
throughout southeastern Alaska
and tour the villages that were
setting up the program.
Upon returning to San Jose,
Dr. Durrett helped to plan a
one-week training program for
100 teachers and eight consultants in Project Headstart, and
later in the summer consulted
for another training program.
The problems she secs are
real, and it is her .joti to help
solve them. "These children,"
comments Dr. Durrett, "are
usually far behind the other
children of a higher economic
class when they start school."
The children from the lowerincome group are usually one
grade behind the others when
they reach third grade, and three
grades behind by the time they
reach eighth grade.
Children from impoverished
homes don’t have the opportunity to See and do many things
that children from more prosperous homes take for granted.
The simplest toy, such as blocks
or crayons may not have been
afforded these children and their
learning skills may suffer because of it, added Dr. Durrett.
"I feel that it (Headstart) is
a preventative program," continues Dr. Durrett. "It should
prevent many of our society’s
problems through a better education in the beginning for the
child.
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Lace Boots
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SHOTGUNS ....from 29,1
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GUNS and

ART
SUPPLIES
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL REQUIRED SUPPLIES
DURING REGISTRATION

STUDENT ART AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES FOR REQUIRED
COURSES. NO LONG LINES. EXPERIENCED SALES
CLERKS, FREE PARKING, FULL SELECTION AT LOW,
LOW REGISTRATION DISCOUNT PRICES. FULL PURCHASE REFUNDED IF YOU DROP YOUR CLASS.
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12" x 16" size

3M Watercolor Pads

Metal Tackle Boxes
2.90

with tray 131/2"

Wood Sketch Boxes

1.99

Travel Posters

Grumbacher Casein Color
50% off

stodin size tubes

50% off
15" x 22"
.49

Poster Prints

rittLi Jr0-11 NIFIT
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
112 S. 2nd
Open Thurs, Nights

VALLEY FAIR
SHOPPING CENTER
Open 5 Nights

MOUNTAIN VIEW STORE

365 San Antonio Rd.
Open Daily 8-6

chemical, civil, electrical, electronics, general,
industrial, mechanical engineers and chemists
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and join others for coffee and
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Women Over 29. one of the
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1,500 SJS women in this age
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investigate career opportunities at
San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard,
the Navy’s largest industrial activity.
ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH. You’ll
be challenged by the variety offered in the design, construction, overhaul and conversion of
Polaris missile submarines, guided missile frigates, destroyers, aircraft carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab II, etc.
APPLY YOUR TALENTS TO IMPORTANT PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures, electrical/electronic systems, missile systems, marine,- mechanical design, welding, chemistry

(analytical) and metallurgical inspection and
test, quality assurance, process methods and
standards, tools and plant utilization.
LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Vallejo, California. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All types
of recreation from ocean surfing to skiing on
the slopes of the Sierras are within easy driving distance.

Representative on campus
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 21
for interview, contact your placement office
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Reguirgd.

Wednesday, February 15..1967.
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AAU Bars Spartan Vaulter From Competition
Iny JIM sTitEET
Spartan Daily Spurts Editor
SJS pole-vaulter Chris Papaniu has been barred from fur-

ther competion in Amateur Athsanctioned
letic Union 4 AAU
track meets by the AAU, and the
action has touched off another

ENGINEERING
MAJORS
A complete selection of
Engineering supplies for
all your classes are available

cpartan gookAtore
-right on campus’

The Biggest Blues Show of the Year"

JIMMY

and

JOHN LEE
HOOKER

REED

in concert with Stu Gardner
Live

and

in

person

doing such

hits as,

serious dispute between the AAU
and the United States Track and
Field Federation, a segment of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association.
The action came Saturday when
AAU executive director Don Hull
sent orders to Lots Angeles Invitational meet director Glenn Davis
to remove Papanicolaou from the
competition. Hull gave the reason
as Papanicolaou having competed
in the USTFF meet in New York
the day before.
Papanicolaou was scheduled to
compete in the Mason-Dixon meet
in Louisville, Ky.. this Saturday.
but the meet director said yesterday that Papanicolaou would not
be allowed to enter without the
consent of the AAU.

Ted Kheel, chairman of the Senate Arbitration Board which is
studying the case, said yesterday
in New York at a press conference
that the Board is ready to issue
a binding agreement, but would
not elaborate.
SJS coach Bud Winter levelled
a hot attack at the action by the
AAU, and Walt Byers, executive
director of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, presented the
topic before the Senate Arbitration
Roard yesterday in New York.
As of late yesterday a decision
regarding Papanicolaou had not
been reached.

New York, Boom Boom Boom, Sugar Mamma,
Found Love, and Baby What You Want Me To
Do."

FEBRUARY 17, 1967
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SHOWS AT 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Feb. 18, Winterland Auditorium
Post 8. Steiner Sit., San Francisco
One show at 8:30 p.m.

I about it until one hour before the
! ineet started," the dejected Papani! colaou stated. "That is what really
!sekam
me mad."
;
Chris also added. "I am really
, ,xinfused and am not sure just
Athere I stand. The only thing I
can do now is wait."
With the big Golden Gate Invitational scheduled for Friday night
in San Francisco’s Cow Palace,
the appearance of Papanicolaou
has not been accepted or denied.
According to GGI meet director
George Conner, Papanicolaou will
he present.
NOT NOTIFIED
"We have not received any notification from the National AAU
that Papanicolaou cannot compete
in our meet,- Conner stated.

BINDING AGREEMENT

"Big

Boss Man, Hush Hush, Honest I Do, Going To

Winter stated that the AAU
and is now hoping for a settlement
tried to sabotage the USTFF meet
between the two bodies.
AAU executive Don Hull reportedly sent a telegram 14 Los An’

Winter said, "The AAU informed
me that it was using Chris as an
example." If any foreign athletes I
had broken any rules, then all of
them should have been banished,
but not just one."
Assistant C’oach Tracy Walters
:;cit wind of the barring of Papanicolaou in a Los Angeles hotel while
accompanying Spartans Bob Talmadge and Ken Shackelford to
the Invitational.
-I heard a rumor about a telegram being sent from the AAU
regarding Chris," Walters said.
"but I didn’t see the telegram "
-The only crime Chris committed.- he continued, "was wanting
to compete."
The two ruling bodies were supposedly working under an amnesty
created when a similar situation
arose two years ago with distance
runner Gerry Lindgren.
It was agreed that no threats
or punishment would be levied
against foreign athletes until a

"Until they do contact us, we
assume he will jump Friday night,"
he. continued.
Hull is not so assuming, however.
Ile stated that all foreign athletes that competed in the USTFF
COACH WINTER
meet in New York were grounded
. . . sabotage
from further competition in AAU
geles Invitational meet director meets until an agreement was
Glenn Davis to hold Papanicolaou reached from the Senate Arbitraout of competition. Neither Papa- tion Board meeting.
Papanicolaou may not know if
nicolaou or Winter knew anything
about the decision until they he can compete until just before
Led by Steve Hoberg’s and Steve
reached Los Angeles’ S pot’ t s the meet, but is working out daily. Williams’ two victories apiece,
why
question
of
There was a
Arena, where the meet was being
SJS’ strong swim team stroked
Chris was the only foreign athlete
held.
to a convincing 71-32 victory over
’They did not even inform me to be reprimanded by the AAU.
University of Pacific last Saturday

settlement had been reached between the AAU and USTFF.
Papanicolaou must also get
clearance from the Greek AAU
before he can compete. He was
scheduled to call Monday, but instead decided to wait for a few
days.
"I hope I was only barred from
the Los Angeles Invitational and
no others," he said.
-If I am barred from all AAU
competition, I don’t know what
will do.
"I must wait and see."

11111111111111111111iu11111111111111111111mt
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ntramurals

TABLE TENNIS
Entries for intramural table
tennis are due Friday. Forms may
be obtained in, and must he
turned to the Intramural Office,
MG121

Mermen Bop
UOP Tigers

Baseballers Drop 7-1 Decision to Rookies
The S.IS baseball team opened
Sobezak ieas particularly en thused by the Spartan’s pitching
and concluded its spring exhibit
schedule last Saturday, bowing to , Perkwinunce as six SJS hurlers
limited the Rookies to eight hits,
a Philadelphia Rookie team, 7-1 in
and kept the collegiate nine within
Memorial Stadium.
hailing distance of the winners
The contest was the only ex- until the last two innings when the
hibition game on the Spartan Rookies used the long ball to put
schedule, as they begin their regu., the game away.
With the exception of veteran
lar season against an alumni team
catchcr Al Taylor, who is suffering
next Saturday at 1 p.m. on Spar- ;

from a mild bout with the flu,
every person on the SJS staff got
into the contest, and generaLly
performed well.
Although the Spartans got only
one run and seven hits, Sobczak
was content with their offensive
performance, and singled out veterans Tony Hernandez and Charlie
Nave along with transfer Bob
Burrill for hitting the ball well.

in Spartan Pool,
Coach Tom O’Neil’s Spartans
gained eight gold medals in the
individual events and firsts in both
relays.
Ron Coffman also won two
events for SJS. Other Spartan
winners were Jack Likens, Ted
Mathewson, and Dennis Spanek in
the diving event. Hoberg,
Likens, and John Kokal swam the
400 yard free relay in an excellent 3:23.2, defeating the Tiger
tandem by more than 16 seconds,

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
Paris to San Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967
San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
August 31 & September 3, 1967
A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
students of the California State
Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
NOTE: Flights are designed to
take students to Europe for the
academic yearthis is not a
round-trip flight to Europe.

tan Field.
Advance Sale Tickets $3
San Jose Box Office

Delmar+ Wheels

Record City

Tickets $3.50 at the door

Despite the loss, Spartan Coach I
Ed Sobczak was well pleased with I
his
team’s
performance.
"We I
looked good in all departments,"
,emarked the SJS mentor.

Our texts are conveniently
arranged by course!

Opening tomorrow night Feb. 16

JONAH’S WAIL
San Jose’s first coffee house built at the gut level. Enter the
belly of the Wail every Thursday, Friday and Saturday night
from 7 p.m. to I a.m.

Art

Advertising

Biology

Business

Journalism

Pol, Sci.

History

And all others

Unusual happenings nightly:
Folk groups
Jazz combos
Dramatic productions
Speakers
Classical entertainment
Exhibits
Poetry readings

Treat yourself to a Wail of a time at

JONAH’S WAIL
10th & San Carlos
Across from Men’s Dorms
For Auditions and Information
Call

298-0204

OPEN:
Fri. and Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs., until 9 p.m.

BOOK
eketen

330 South Tenth St.
across from the men’s dorms

Wednesday. February 15, 1067

Tough Match Tonight

Whew! Bronzan
Will Stay Here Wrestlers Test Beavers
There was a sigh of relief from
the corridors of the SJS Men’s
Physical Education building last
weekend when it was learned that
Athletic Director Bob Bronzan had
turned down an offer for the same
position at Northwestern University.
Bronzan, a former SJS football
star, has been Athletic Director
at Sparta for seven years and
listed personal matters as the reason he rejected the offer of the
Big Ten school.
"My family is here along with
friends," he commented.
"It was a very difficult decision
to make as Northwestern is one
of the top schools in the nation,
both athletically and academically."
Bronzan had met with Northwestern officials twice in Evanston, Ill., and received national
recognition when learned he was
BOB BRONZAN
considered for the job. The post
. . . came in 1958
became vacant when Stu Holcomb
resigned to become general manBronzan studied the proposal
ager of the Chicago Mustangs of for 10 days before making a final
the North American Soccer decision, and said it was a very
League.
rough ten days.

APPLIED RESEARCH
LABORATORIES, INC.
32 Years of Leadership in Spectrochemistry
Subsidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
Offers Professional Opportunities in Instrument
Systems for Materials Analysis
"Essential Activity"

for Selective Service Pur-

poses
Both Civilian

and Military Applications
Management

Technically Oriented

Challenging Assignments
Opportunity

for Professional Growth

Company -supported Advanced Education
Profit Sharing
Other

Excellent Benefits

DEGREES: BS & MS in EE, ME & Applied Physics;
and MBA with any of the foregoing
Pq’er with Your College Placement Off -e N -v for

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Oregon State provides the opposition for the SJS wrestlers tonight as Coach Hugh Mumby’s
Spartans move into the final week
of their highly successful season.
The match begins at 7:30 p.m.
and will be preeeeded by a preliminary match between the SJS
fresh and West Valley College at
4 p.m.
The Spartans conclude their
home slate Friday night against
Chico State at 7:30.
The Beavers, one of the top
teams on the West Coast, are led
by heavyweight Mark Gartung,
177-pound Jeff Smith, 145-pound
Lee Sprange and Ron Iwaski, who
competes in the 123-pound division.
Top competitors for SJS are
Dave All^n and Paul Batting.
Sophomore Allen will battle in the
152-pound division, while junior
Haling will contest Smith for
177-pound honors.

Judokas Rest
For Another
Long Week
The well rested SJS judo team
received another battle reprieve
early this week when today’s
scheduled triangular match with
California and Stanford was postponed until next Wednesday night.
For the SJS varsity, the match
will be the first competition since
the San Jose Buddhist Invitational
on Feb. 5. In that tournament the
Spartans, living up to their NCAA
championship ranking, swept the
top three positions in black belt
competition.
Keith Pickard, described by SJS
Coach Yosh Ucida as one of the
fastest improving of the Spartan judokas, captured the tournament title. He was followed by
teammates John Kimura, an up
and coming freshman performer,
all veterAn Bob Zambetti.
Although the varsity does not
compete this week, judo action is
not at a standstill, since Ucida
has scheduled a novice tourney for
white belts, Friday at 6 p.m. in
MG207.

Interclass Track

or you may writ,. us direct at:
Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 1710, Glendale, California 91209
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

Sign-ups for the annual SJS
interclass track meet scheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 25, should be
in by this Friday, according to
SJS head track coach Bud Winter.
Highlighting the meet this year
will be the Greek relay, consisting
of eight man teams running 110
yards each. Awards will be given
for first and second in the Greek
relays, and also for the outstanding varsity participant and outstanding Novice participant.

Batting and Smith were both
double winners in the Spartans
triangular match with California
and Eastern Washington last Saturday.
Unfortunately the pair were the
only winners for SJS against the
Washington team, and the Spartans bowed 27-6, after defeating
Cal 23-11.
The Spartans were hampered
against Western Washington by

forfeit losses in the 160 and
heavyweight divisions, where injuries to Gary Ramstetter and
Rich Popejoy forced their elimination from competition.
Neither was seriously injured,
and Mumby is hopeful that both
will be able to perform against
Oregon State.
Other Spartan winners against
the Bears were L. Q. Starling, Dan
Swensen and Gary Lorenz.
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STUDY AIDS
For assistance in your classes
visit Outline Alley for all your
study needs.

cpartan Sookftore
"right on campus"

E!
SWOOP DOWN NOW ON FABULOUS SAVINGS ON MEN’S AND
CHILDREN’S WEAR NOW IN THE MT. MACY SKI SHOP!
SAVE ON HEADBANDS, HATS,
IMPORTED MEN’S SWEATERS
GOGGLES, GLOVES, SOCKS.
AT BEAUTIFUL SAVINGS!

50% OFF

50% OFF

Choose from a great collection of ski accessories ...
some standard, some way-out styles. Everything in
men’s, women’s or children’s sizes. Mt. Macy Winter
Shop; San Francisco fourth floor; also Hillsdale,
Valley Fair, Stanford, Sacramento.

100% imported wool ski sweaters at the lowest prices
of the season! Limited quantities and not all styles in
all sizes, so be early for these. Mt. Macy Winter Shop;
San Francisco fourth floor; also Hillsdale, Valley
Fair, Stanford, Sacramento.

MEN’S AND CHILDREN’S
PANTS & PARKAS REDUCED!

SKIS, BOOTS* AND AFTERSKI BOOTS NOW ON SALE!

331/3 OFF
Some European imports ... many by a famous U.S.
maker. Here’s your chance to pick up the finest pants
and parkas at whopping big savings! Mt. Macy Winter Shop; San Francisco fourth floor; also Hillsdale,
Valley Fair, Stanford, Sacramento.

25% OFF
Ski packages with poles and bindings . . . metal or
fiberglas skis . . . even children’s sets. Fine quality
buckle and lace boots for men, women, children. I It.
Macy Winter Shop; San Francisco fourth floor; also
Hillsdale, Valley Fair, Stanford, Sacramento.
except Koflach

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMEN’S SKI
SWEATERS, PANTS, PARKAS TO CLEAR
WERE $10 TO $45, EVERY ONE OF
OUR PARKAS AND PANTS ON SALE.

FINE WOOL SKI SWEATERS, MANY
IMPORTS, WERE $15 TO 49.98

’I OFF

1/3 OFF

Proportioned-length stretch pants in solid colors, a
beautiful fit for sizes 8 to 18. Parkas in solids or patterns. S. M, L. All reduced now
$6.67 to 29.99

French, Italian, English, Austrian . . . plus top domestic brands. Includes cable stitch, bulky weaves,
cardigans, pullovers, Tyrolian, Scandinavian and
more. Many hand made
$10 to 29.99

Mt. Macy Winter Shop. Lower level. Valley Fair

Our texts
are
conveniently
arranged
by course!

It’s a Pleasure
That’s right. It’s a real pleasure for the family to
hear front you. the student. while you are away at
whop’. .Anil what better way than a subseriptit !!!
to the Spartan Daily

-

when- things happen.

Things which concern you as a student also concern your family. Your folks are a part of your
education

and they want to

know what’s going on

at the San Jose State College campus. Let them in
on what’s going on with a $4.50 semester subscription. Come in today between 9 a.m. and 12
noon or between I p.m. and 5 p.m. to the Student
.ffairs

Office in Building

sub,cription.

11’ and place

their

OPEN:
Fri. and Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs., until 9 p.m.

tOK
!TOOU

330 South Tenth Street
across from the men’s dorms

Wednesday. leebruary 15, 1967
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Senator Proposes Tax
Relief for Education
"Now we must decide if, as a nation, we are to treat education
costs as we do the interest on a
home mortgage, or flood damage.
or health expenses." With these
words, Senator Abraham Ribicoff
(13-Conn.i helped introduce last
week his bill to give tax relief to
parents and students who pay the
costs of a college. education.
Senator Ribicsiffs proposal, although not his first attempt, would
provide an income tax credit of up
to $325 on the first $1,500 of tuition, fees, books, and supplies. It
would go to anyone who pays these
expenses for a student at an institution of higher education.

The proposal, which is co-sponsored by 46 senators front both
; political parties is the same proposal that Ribicoff has introduced
l in previous Congresses with the
exception of an amendment which
would include coverage for students in accredited post secondary
business, trade, technical and other
!VCreational schools.
’ "This proposal is for the average
: Wilily in America --the blue collar
workers, the white collar workers,
the wage earners and salaried persons of the lower and middle income group who are struggling to
pay their bills, buy their homes,
i11,1 islutate their children."

Start Off on the Right
Foot This Semester ...
The right foot is the
foot in a rough-out
boot. Rough and
rugged, and stylish
with a pair of jeans.
lien’s rough-outs
$23.99
Lathe’s rough-outs
S21.99
"WESTERN

OUTFITTER FOR MEN AND

WOMEN"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose

No Garage Permit?
Park After 10 a.m.
Students without parking permits will not he permitted in the
parking garage until 10 a.m. during the semester, according to
Chief of Security Elmer C. Graham.
’ The price for parking without a
permit and key card Is 25 cents.
Students are advised to have the
correct change ready, so the line
will not be held up Graham
stated.
Permits have been on sale since
Jan. 30, and have been sold out.
according to Miss Shirley Kick bush. cashier.
According to Graham, a survey
will be taken of parking spaces
available a week after classes
start. A few more spaces may be
sold after the survey, he stated.
The cut-off point for sales before
the survey is 2,100.
Graham stressed that parking
key cards and permits are not
transferrable, and any student
caught violating this regulation
will have his parking privileges revoked for the entire semester.

Library Offers
Extension Course
An extension course in "C’ollege
and Special Library Service" is
being offered at SJS during spring
semester.
The class will meet Thursdays
at 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., beginning
tomorrow in S122.
Instruction will be by Dr. Stuart
Bennie, SJS library director. The
course will include consideration
of principles and practice’s Involved
in the administration of academic
and special libraries, with emphasis on operational aspects of library service. Lectures, discussions, papers, and visits to nearby
libraries will be included.
Although designed for persons
now working in academic or special
libraries, the course will also be
directed to those wishing to prepare for college, university, or
special library positions.
The fee for the three unit course
is $45.
Additional information may be
obtained from the Extension Services, San Jose State College, or
by calling 294-6414, ext. 2211.

Scientists Wait
Registration woes continued yesterday for about 200 biological
science majors who waited in line
as much as seven hours to sign up
for the Death Valley field trip during Easter Vacation.

Temper Sizzles; Champagne Fizzles

Spartaguide
EDITOR’S NOTE: Publicity
Chillr1114111 for all organizutioas
are requested to include the full
club names and title of all speakers for club meetings. The
Spartan Daily cannot run anIf Information Is
nouncement
not complete. Information should
be typed or printed on Spertmg-uldr Aunt tttttt .ement slip 1111111 able in the- Spartan Daily office.
Deadline for slips to be returned
Is 1:30 on the day before the
event Is scheduled.

FRIDAY
Ski Club. weekend ski trip to
Squaw Valley. Open to members
and non-members. Buses will leave
for Squaw Valley at 6 p.m. Friday
night from Fourth and San Carlos and return at 10:30 Sunday
night.

A University of Wyoming law
student has taken the first step
toward what could become a court
Itest of university power to remove
"contraband" items from dormitory rooms without students approval, according to the University

ART SUPPLIES

SUNDAY

Spartan Tri-e, 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., Tri-C Building, Third
and San Antonio. At 9:45: Seminar- New Student Series. At 5:45:
Forum
-Dr. Earl Radrnacher of
TODAY
Portland, Oregon evaluating
Tau Delta Phi, 7-10:30 p.m..F:D"Theories of Evolution."
212.
Phruteres, 7 p.m., M11325, All
members are requested to attend.
Students Initiative, 4:30
MH427. Election of officers.

p.m.

Spartaeamp Conurdttee, all day,
tables on Seventh Street, cafeteria
and bookstore. Interested students
should sign up for an interview
and pick tip an application.

A complete selection for

your art and design classes
at

Institute Chairman

cpaPtatt Sookstere

Dr. Patrick M. Williams is new
chairman of the Institute of Industrial Relations at SJS. He succeeds George Halverson, floss’ chairman of the Department of Manpower Administrat is in.

"righf on campus"

TOM0RHOW
Angel Flight, 7-8 p.m., Memorial
Chapel. Initiation of new students.

Winterland Ski Center

&IS Student Mobilization, 3:305 p.m., (11160. Students and faculty Interested in peace activities
on campus are invited to attend.

SKIS
Complete Rental
for the Skier

Phi Alpha Theta, 5 p.m., CH160.
Prospective members are urged to
attend.
Society for General Systems Research, 8 p.m., E247. Norman 0
Gunderson, school of engineering,
will speak on "Feedback in Cybernetic Systems Curricula Concepts."
All engineering majors are encouraged to attend.

Poles
Skis
Boots
Pants
Parkas
Toboggans
Car racks
Chains

SHOE
SALESMAN

Opposite Mystery House

Part-time
Apply:

Phone 244-0880

Herolds
74 S. 1st
292-4864

Open Mon., Thur., & Fri., 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Tues., Wed., & Sat., 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
STUDENTS WHO want to learn with
Prof. Marlin Birnbach, Dept. of Poll Sci,
and who will try the exoeriment informally and voluntarily are cordially invited
to an initial meeting at 98 E. Mission
(car. 3rd) Mon. eve. 20 Feb., at 8 p.m.
AUTOMOTIVE (2)

’60 CHEVY 1EL AIRE 4 dr. Ht. V-8 Automatic, new fires, 12/H, $500 or best offer. Call 286-595.

?

FOR SALE 13)
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT. 2348 board
and accessories. $12.50. Compass set,
$7.50. 378-0706.

SAIL UNCHARTED SEAS
WITH PHILCO

New Double Taper
special $14.50

Nordica
Rieker
Austrian
Custom-made

WORKING GIRL WANTS ROOMMATE. Nice apt. with pool. Call Liz:
Days 297-1686: Evenings 296-4997.
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted. Unapproved
apartment. $45 per month, 1 bedroom.
452 S. 4th Apt. 2, 286-2235.
MALE ROOMMATE needed. 2 blocks
from campus. $45 per month. 294-7669.
FEMALE ROOMMATE for 2 bedroom, 2
bath, 4 person apartment. $50. 287-0570
after 5.
HUZZAH! This is your days of days. 1 or
2 male or female roommates wanted to
share 2 bedroom, 2 bath, sharp, split.
level apt. 1/2 block from campus. Call
293-2193, Frank or Doug.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. 3 bedroom apt.,
senior standing preferable. Apply 695 S.
11th, Apt. 7, 287.1542.
NEW. 2 BEDROOM apt. near SJS. We’
carpet. cifSPOka,. wafer ’larbage pd. 706
S. 9th, 294.9170, 248-1926.

I MAGNIN Empire wedding Gown, veil,
gloves worn once. Was $230, now $130.
Size 8, cell 286-3711.
HELP WANTED 141

ing, from anti -weapons systems to underwater communications, from space age instrumentation to

GIRL ENJOYABLE pert-time work. Flexible hours. Attractive phone voice. No
selling. Phone 371-3918.

home air conditioning. Because we are accustomed
to working in advance of everyone else, we don’t
always know exactly where our course may take us
-except that it is forward. And we need bright,
creative, ambitious people to help take us there.
Some other facts about Philco: We are a major subsidiary of Ford Motor Company. We are a company
fast approaching St billion in annual sales, to consumer, industrial and government markets. We offer

a

female
CREAM COLORED
LOST:
poodle toy on 12th & San Carlos. Re.
ward. Call 294-3326 after 4.

TEMPEST SKIS, poles, Koflach boots 816
good condition, $50 complete. 287.0301.

Philco Is committed to advancing the state of almost
every technical art-from engineering to manufactur-

bright

future.
If you’d like to join us in a fast-paced, rewarding
career position, we’d like to talk to you. We will be
visiting your campus on February 16. Contact your
Placement Office. Stop by and talk to us about your
future or write to College Relations, Philco Corporation, C and hogs Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134.
PHILCO WILL BE HERE ON FEBRUARY 16
Career opportunities available on the East Coast. the Midwest, the
Southwest. the West Coast. and throughout the world.
Divisions: Aeronutronic Appliance Communications S Electron/co.
Consumer Electronics International Lansdale Microelectronics.
S.i.sS Distribution TechRep Western Development Laboratories

SERVICES IS)
1111%,
t_
"FIZOIFABLY THE BIGO-EBT il?...019LEA1 FACING srou YoLINCI
5TLIGENt5 IN COLLEGE 172-P1( IG: Og/EIZ 7Z2 Pi/VGA

Mg1e/4/4 /%4CE fa? YOUR C.4erw

WANTED: Girl to watch 2-year-old girl
on or near campus Tues. & Thurs. II I.
Call Maureen 286-5373.

No ... but he knows
a lot about security.
He’s one of Provident Mutual’s Big
Men from Campus. In 15 minutes he
can show you why it’s important to
plan now for future security-and
how to go about if.
The right kind of life insurance is a
very important part of your financial
future. Tom Niemann will show you
plan specifically designed for college
men and women.
For complete information on the
advantages of getting a head startand our special program -stop by or
telephone today.

Ben Reichrnuth,

C.L.U., SJS ’57
Manager

Tom Niemann, SJS ’63
Bob Mendes, 5.15 ’65

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER MI

Scott

Tomic
Northland
Milco

LOST AND FOUND 16)

Engineers and Scientists:

PHILCO

POLES

Spartan Daily Classifieds

’69 VOLVO, very clean, black, radio, new
battery. Asking $575. Call 225-4314 or
286-9103 after 4 p.m.

stimulation, responsibility, and above all,

Kneissl
Kaestle
Voelkl
Swallow
Hart

BOOTS

440 S. Winchester Blvd.

Experience preferred

63 VOLKSWAGEN. Radio, heater, engine just overhauled. $975. 371-3313.
Evenings: 377-4289.

Is this man
a double agent?

newspaper.
Tuna Bike], a junior at the University. has tiled is writ of replevin
In a Laramie court, demanding the
return of an empty champagne
bottle which a student proctor confiscated from his room.

PROV I LTENT

MUTUAL

TIFF

IMSUMANC. C 0 ..... O. PM, A01

210 N. 411,

OM. O

297-5707

HASHER WANTED for girls’ boarding
house. Call 297-6860.
CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope
Chest Plan, Apply: 1060 Willow, Room
3. 286.3(93.
2 GIRLS, part time work in nursery
school. Room, board, and salary. Close
to SJS. Phone 286-0883.
DEPENDABLE GIRL wanted to clean
small apartment every 3 weeks. Refer.
antes. 294.1378 after 6.
DISPLAY & DELIVERY work. Approx. 20
hours per week. $240 month, salary or
:.orrim. Car necessary. 286.4745.
HOUSING IS)
GIRLS UNAPPROVED ROOM & kitchen
privileges. Single $45 per month. Doubles, $37 per month. Call between 2 &
5 p.m. 60 S. 7th St. 292-1842.
GIRL ROOMMATES needed. Enormous
2 bedroom apartment, furnished, all extras supplied. Rent varies, $33.50 per
month. 643 South Mb.
ROOMS FOR MEN. Linens furnished,
weekly maid service. Phone 286-2892
after 6 p.m.
FURNISHED ROOMS, male students.
Kitchen privileges. No smoking or drinking. $10 & $15. 293-30138.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES wanted for
2.bedroom, 2.beth apartment. $SO a
month. 293-1230.
DUPLW FOR RENT. Unfurnished. 1
bedroom, water/garbage paid. $75 mo.
Yard & Carport. Comfortable, 298-5709.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
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Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.
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Lost and Found (6)
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Print you ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads
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lines
lines
linos

One time

RENT A TV. Free delivery, Free Service.
No contract, call Esche’s. 251-2598,
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Westgate area. Telephone 379.8723.
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast, Phone 269-8674,
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. 377-2935.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
TRANSPORTATION Is)
CAR POOL from Santa Cruz daily 8 5
to SJS Contact Bill Lawrence at 4266454 after 6 p.m.
CAR POOL TO SJS from Monterey
area daytime, female. Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Cell Teti, 373-0989.
RIDE NEEDED to Menlo Park after Monday night class. Phone 854.5390.

To place an

ad:

Call at

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-I2.30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 pro. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

(Plea, P,,,f)

For

days.

City

Phone

Address
Enclosed Is $
Start ad on

(Date)

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ed. 24611

